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SPECIAL REPEAT

Qr.

l' what is prograrntTing Langtrage and Iist five programming languages in existence
today?

2. State the difference between Cornpiler and Assembler.
3. Write down the basic structure of a java program r"rsing a simple example.
4. Give java statements trrat accomprish eacri of the following tfsks: "

a. Declare an integer variable var. s

b. Prornpt the user to enter an integer value, ,,

c' Read an integer varue from the user and store it in the variabre var.
d' Display the variable and a nressage saying whether the nurfrer is positive,

negative, or zero. {

Q2. ',{

l. Find the output of the following java code fragment.

Systern.out.printhi (3 l2+ 5.5);

Sysrem.or_rr.println(l 5.6 l2 + S1;

System.out.prinrln( 4 + 5 I 2.0 );
System.our.println(4 * 3 + 7 I 5 _ 25.5);

2. Briefly explain the while loop with suitable example.

3' write java statements that uses while loop or for loop to perfonn the following steps:
a' Prompt the user to input two integers: firstNum and secondNum (firsfNum

must be less than secondNum),

b. output at odd numbers between firstNum and secondNum,
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Q3.

c. Output the sum of all even numbers between firstNum and secondNum,

4. Find the output of follbwing code fragment:

for (int i:l ; i<:6; i++)

{

for( intj:l;j<:5;j++;
t

Systern.out.Print (' &');

)

System.out.println0 ; )

l. State the difference between Object and Class'

2. Briefly explain what is meant by inheritance in Object Oriented Paradigm'

3. List the Access Modifiers in java programming

4. Define the following terms related with variables:

a. Local variable,

b. Instance variable,

c. Class variable.

Q4. a
l. Briefly explain the default constructor and parameterized constructor' ,l
Z. Discuss the difference between method Overriding and Overloading in java.

,/3. What are tTre difference between constructors and methods?

4. Illustrate the uses of this and super key.words with suitable example'
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